Play 'n Relax
Include:
Small foldable travel bed or second bed
Escape hatch
Wheels
Folding mattress
Bag

Highlights:
The most untippable travel bed from hauck
Stylish frame with bi-color look
Can be used anywhere - at home or away
Folds up quickly and easily
Optional available: additionally mattress and fitted sheet
Productimages:
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Play 'n Relax

This stylish little bed looks great anywhere. A small and sturdy, folding travel companion
that is particularly unlikely to tip. With its cute little heart and attractively finished frame,
Play'n Relax is guaranteed to leave a lasting impression.
This bed is not so easily bowled over, because Play'n Relax is narrower at the top. This
conical shape makes the bed particularly stable and untippable. With the flamboyant,
bi-color appearance of its frame and soft colors, Play'n Relax fits into every room.
It is at home anywhere. Your child will feel as comfortable anywhere in this little bed, as
they do at home, because, with Play'n Relax, their familiar environment goes with them.
The bed is easy to put up or fold down and to transport in the practical bag. This makes
the Play'n Relax the ideal companion for travel, visiting grandparents or simply an
attractive alternative for home.
Perfect for sleep and play. Play'n Relax can be used anywhere. As a mobile playpen, it's
an attractive retreat where your child can safely play or just lay down and relax. Your little
one can climb in and out of the side door, which provides more options for activity.
Naturally, the zip fastening can only be opened from the outside.
Wherever you need it to be. The bed has casters so you can push it wherever you are.
Your little one can enjoy being near you and you can keep an eye on him or her at all
times, through the large side windows. When night time comes, simply roll the Play'n
Relax next to your bed and use it as a practical sleeping place for your baby or toddler.
Includes bag for carrying and folding base. We recommend the comfortable spare
Sleeper mattress and matching Bed Me fitted sheet in size 120 x 60 cm as optional
extras.
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Colorvariants
600016 Hearts

Equipment characteristics
Side exit
Wheels
Foldable
Wipeable
Measurements and weights
Measurements built-up (max.)

130 x 80 x 80 cm

Measurements folded (max.)

21,5 x 21,5 x 78 cm

Measurements lying area

66 x 120 cm

From birth to 15 kg
Sending information
Pack size

22,5 x 22,5 x 80 cm

Weight total single item (without box)

9,8 kg

Weight total single item (incl. box)

10,5 kg

Product Videos
hauck - Play 'n Relax
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DK5xGLiQpoY
https://www.youtube.com/hauckfunforkids
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Lifestyle Image
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